
The Ruin of Muridia and All That Was…

It is said of all the lands none surpassed the beauty of Muridia, the ancient kingdom of mice. The vile
rats despised the glory of Muridia. There rose to power an Ageless Vermin King, through dark magic,
guile and ferocity, he forged a terrible army of rats and waged war on Muridia.

The wonder that was Muridia burned in the hatred of the rats. The rats victorious, enslaved the mice
and returned to their lands and began building an empire on the backs of the mice. For decades they
toiled under the rats till one day a great warrior rose up to lead them, Roland. The revolt was brutal and
many mice were lost, including Roland. He fell in the final battle vanquishing the Vermin King.

The mice fled in the Great Egress, led by doe mouse, Astryd, prophetess of the Matron. They faced many
hardships, weather, starvation, and predators. She lead their return to their ancestral home, the
Motherwood. Muridia was no more but the mice would build new nations, in the Free Leagues.

Astryd became the first Regent of the Leagues, she selected wardens from among the bravest of the
mice. Each serving in one of the four Free Leagues: the North League, the East League, the South League,
and the West League. Each would care for and protect all mice within their League. Over time since the
Founding some declared themselves kings, lords or other titles. Each has created lesser nobles and those
created more till a whole fealty system was established. Settlements were brought together and allied
for protection and trade. The original
leagues are still recognized as geographic
divisions only.

The great rat empire collapsed but their
threat did not vanish. The rats grouped in
horde-states and occasionally a force
moves against the mice and they must
raise arms to defend themselves.



Forward and Purpose

For sometime now I have been toying with the idea of a mouse fantasy setting. Inspired by my own
tinkerings into watercoloring and works like Mouse Guard, the works of Beatrix Potter, Mrs. Frisby and
the Rats of Nyhm, even the Mouse and the Motorcycle. There is something uniquely whimsical about
this “genre” One I seek to tap into and use to my own amusements. This work is sort of a gazateer and
overview of the setting, and an attempt to convey the feeling of game play. In other words this is not a
fully formed setting yet. Things may well be added, changed, or even deleted, as it better evolves inside
my mind.



The Motherwood and
Nearby Places
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The great forest, known as the
Motherwood is home to the mice to the
east lies the desolate domains known as
the Riddenheath and the Diremire.

The mice have always dwelt in the
Motherwood, once in a great kingdom
called Muridia, now only legend. After their enslavement the mice returned to the Motherwood to start
anew. Their leaders at the time, the greatest being a doe named Astryd created four Leagues, each
league would be watched over by several wardens. The wardens would meet in council to govern the
Leagues, and Astryd was called on as Regent of all the Leagues. While idealistic the governing of the
Leagues provide very difficult. It was only through Astryd’s will that it was maintained. After her
passing, the council only met seldom and quarreled when they did. Settlements began banding
together behind strong leaders and soon seven kingdoms were created out of the frustration and
confusion.

The Seven Kingdoms of the Free Leagues

Brightmeadow is the northwest most kingdom and as such is the least threatened and the most peaceful.
The official stance is that most of the dangers of the east are over exaggeration.

Eastmarch is closest to both the Riddenheath and the Diremire. The mice of Eastmarch are much more
dower and pessimistic than other mice.

Fairhaven is the largest of the kingdoms and centrally located to the rest. As such Fairhaven sees its role
as the chief kingdom and tries to influence the rest.

Northhold is the most militaristic and refers to its self as the shield of the Free Leagues. . Northhold is
the most active kingdom against the forces of the Riddenheath.

Riverside is made up of settlements spread along the great Forest River

Southwick tends to be the most isolationist of the kingdoms. Preferring to be left alone. Southwick
occasionally has to deal with salamander threats from the Diremire, but little is known of there activities.



Whitemont is the spiritual heart of the kingdoms. Many monasteries and abbeys are found here.
Missionaries travel abroad to help all they find..even the rats from time to time. Whitemont while
called a kingdom is in fact governed by Moot

Unsavory Places

The Riddenheath is a vast waste scrubland separated from the Motherwood by the Grand Escarpment, a
cliff side averaging 300 tails in height. The Riddenheath is all that is left of the once powerful Rat Empire.
Hordes of rats roam the scrub battling each other for supremacy. Every so often a strong enough
warlord rises up and attempts an invasion into the Free Leagues.

South of the Riddenheath is a dismal, low lying swamp known as the Diremire. The South River and the
Forest River empty into it. The foul bogs are filled with snakes, alligators, and other monsterous things.
The Diremire is also populated by rats and a secretive vicious race of creatures known as salamanders.

Locations

Buckleburough is the trade hub for all of Fairhaven. Almost every road leading to anywhere passes
through Buckleburough and thus all money passes through Buckleburough. And all money in
Buckleburough passes through the Buckle Lending and Banking House, owned by Vanderbilt Buckle. The
Buckleburough Bazaar and Markets are known far and wide for having everything a mouse could want,
common and rare, mundane and exotic. Trade has made Buckleburough wealthy. Unfortunately with
many travelers and transfers of capital, Buckleburough has it share of problems too. Thieves and gangs
have created a lucrative and violent underworld here. Not all mice are civil..some have been corrupted
by greed, fulfilling it through intimidation and sometimes violence.

Bluestone Fortress, this great slate outcropping is centrally located in Fairhaven. It is filled with
crevasses and commands an easily defended area. It served as a safe haven when the mice first returned
to the Motherwood. In times of trouble the mice would gather at the Fortress. It also is the meeting
place of the Council of Wardens in ages long past.

Canterburrow is built upon a stone outcropping giving it formidable defenses. Founded after the
Bluestone Fortress was proven to not be the best for social and community activities, Canterburrow was
suppose to be a provide both safety and daily function. Built in walled rings with each ring a step higher
than the last to keep the settlement from being completely breeched at once. At the very center lies the
Fairview Tower, seat of Archwarden Norville. Fairhaven in general is considered to be the center of
mouse life in the Leagues. Canterburrow is considered to be the center of Fairhaven. Within Fairview
Tower is the Chamber of Wardens, a replacement for the original in the Bluestone Fortress. It purpose
is suppose to be a common meeting place for the Wardens of the Leagues. The chamber also acts as the
audience chamber for the Archwarden of Fairhaven and his seat purposely sits high above the council
table.



Dreadgap Fort, named for the easiest pass from the Riddenheath to the Motherwood. This gap was
once the path that the fleeing mice took on their escape from the rats. Since then this fact has been
overshadowed by countless hordes of rats trying to attack the Free Leagues. The fort is immense
towering up both sides of the gap and spanning the width. This is the first line of defense and the
Northhold guards it fiercely.

The settlement of Highbough is built into a great and strong limbs of the Grandfather Beech tree in
Fairhaven. Highbough is considered the greatest center of knowledge and learning in all the leagues.
Here you will find the Grand Library, the largest single collection of knowledge of the Leagues and old
Muridia. Also in Highbough is the Aviatory. High in the upper crown rooks are hatched and trained as
well as those wishing to study orninautics and learn to fly. Finally is the Magistorium, inde would be
Arcanists toil and hone their skills under the tuteldge of some of the greatest wizards in all the Leagues.
These three alone drive much of the economy of Highbough many mice have become wealthy providing
services to them. As well it continues to bring goods into the settlement to support it.

Riverrock is the set of power for all of Riverside. Built on a large rock outcropping in the Forest River.
The only way to reach it is via two drawbridges from the western shore. The city is mechanical marvel,
powered by hundred water wheels. Pulleys and belts connecting mills, smithies through out the city.
Overhead the grandest spectacle of all, a hanging gondola system moving the denizens of Riverrock to
and fro. On the southmost peak of the outcropping is Driftwood Keep, seat of King Alfryd, overlooked
the busy Southend Docks . At the other end is Northlook Point.

Life of a Mouse

The mice in the kingdoms live much like
the middle ages, except more
prosperous in their daily lives. Most
dwell on small holdings growing some
food, gathering most from the bountiful
Motherwood. Life still can be
dangerous. Many other creatures dwell
in the Motherwood, that look upon

mice as either adversaries or a tasty morsels.

Politically things can be varied. The kingdoms have had their differences and these at times have been
violent. Usually squabbles are over trade, tariffs, borders, or alliances. Overall the mice are free to go
from kingdom to kingdom unharassed.

Overall the kingdoms live in three castes: common, noble and royal. Among the nobles and royals their
is a number of different titles used depending on where one is. King, Queen, Highwarden, Prince, Duke
Archwarden, Steward, Warden, Baron, and Knight. They rule over the kingdoms or some partition
thereof.



However day to to day decisions within individual towns and villages are decided by the Moot, a council
of respected inhabitants that cast lots for local matters.

By Quail or By Rook

Most mice get around by paw but sometimes more speed is need or large loads need to be carried. The
mice use quails and rooks as both mounts and beasts of burdens. Rooks are by far the fastest means of
travel. Rooks are mostly used as couriers and more so by privileged individuals than most of the
population . Quails are used extensively for everything, transport, farming, and warfare. In
Riverside,and a few other singular locations, turtles are used as water and land transport.

Spirituality

The mice of the Free Leagues hold high 4 god like beings they call Celestants. Each holds sway over a
particular season of the year and a host of other activities, emotions, places, and things the mice
associate with those seasons.

Yarah is the bountiful mother, the giver of life, she watches over families and home, provides healing
and peace. Her season is Autumn.She is sometimes known as the Matron.

Aegan is the wild father. He is the gather, the provider. He protects all natural things and his temple is
the deep wild places. He is sometimes the protector and the strength of many. His season is the
summer and he is called the Patron.

Verah is the Spring Maiden. She is inquisitive, mischievous, and beautiful. She is the merrymaker. Her
season is spring. She is known as the Seeker

Oadan the Venerable. Old, patient, quiet, and wise. He knows all things. His ways are slow and many
time secretive and elusive. He is unfailingly kind and gentle. His season is the cold winter. He is known
as the Teacher.

Professions

Ranger,warrior,arcanist, cleric,sneak

Names

Victor Talbott Everret Marcel Orvell Rolan Sebastion Crispin Morris Brendan Toby Jeremiah Gregory
Richard Bartholomew Claude Virgil Grant Connelly Logan Vaughn Jonah Hodge Hayden Calvin Malcolm
Landin Ethan Tristan Braeynn Doyle Khodee Mooreese Rutherfjord



Petra Astryd Marda Nora Bianca Fiona Ella Caitlyn Franchesca Gabrielle Jessica Jocelyn Meriel Emily
Claudia Corrine Victoria Rachel Vera Morgan Hallie Sonya Vannah Ingryd Agatha Olivia Violet Daisy
amelia gretchyn Claire Moreen


